A new law requires sales and use tax dealers to file and pay tax electronically to receive a collection allowance (Chapter 2012-145, Laws of Florida, Amended Section 212.12, Florida Statutes). See TIP 12A01-03, issued April 30, 2012, for more information.

**You May Now Elect to Donate Your Collection Allowance to the “Educational Enhancement Trust Fund for Classroom Technology”**

Sales and use tax dealers who are entitled to a collection allowance may now elect to donate their collection allowance to the Educational Enhancement Trust Fund. The revenues deposited into this trust fund will go to the school districts that have adopted resolutions stating that these funds will be used to ensure that:

- Up-to-date technology is purchased for the classrooms in those districts; and
- The teachers are trained in the use of this technology.

The election only applies when the dealer making the election files a timely sales and use tax return. If a dealer making the election files a delinquent return, underpays the tax, or files an incomplete return, the amount transferred into the Educational Enhancement Trust Fund will be the amount remaining after resolution of any tax, interest, or penalty due.

Currently, sales and use tax filers are entitled to a collection allowance of 2.5 percent of the first $1,200 of tax due (a maximum of $30) as compensation for keeping prescribed records, filing timely returns, conducting proper accounting, and remitting taxes timely.

To implement this election, the Department has modified the sales and use tax return forms (DR-15 and DR-15EZ) to include a *check box option* on each return beginning with the January 2007 return. This election will also be available for electronic filers. A taxpayer who checks this box will be directing the Department to deposit the dealer's collection allowance allowed for that return (a maximum of $30) into the Educational Enhancement Trust Fund. Taxpayers who wish to donate their collection allowance to education must make this election on EACH original return filed. Once a return has been filed with the election to donate the collection allowance, the election CANNOT be rescinded for that return.

A taxpayer who makes the election and checks the check box on the return SHOULD NOT enter the collection allowance amount on the collection allowance line (DR-15, Line 11, and DR-15EZ, Line 8) of the return. When the taxpayer checks the check box and leaves Line 8 (DR-15EZ) or Line 11 (DR-15) blank, the Department will calculate the proper collection allowance and transfer this amount to the Educational Enhancement Trust Fund. The amount of the taxpayer's payment should agree with the amount due on the return, without a deduction for the collection allowance. See examples on the back of this TIP.

For taxpayers who file consolidated sales and use tax returns (electronically or paper), the “check box option” for making the election will be on the DR-15CON. This provides the consolidated filer with the ability to make the election at the consolidated level, rather than making individual elections for each location on the Form(s) DR-7. If the election box is checked on the DR-15CON, the dealer’s total collection allowance allowed for the consolidated return will be transferred into the Educational Enhancement Trust Fund which will be distributed to school districts that have adopted such resolutions. Therefore, there will NOT be a “check box option” on the Form(s) DR-7. Consolidated dealers who make the election and check the election box on the DR-15CON SHOULD NOT enter the collection allowance amount on Line 11 of the Forms DR-7 or on Line 11 of the DR-15CON. The amount of the dealer's payment should agree with the amount due on the DR-15CON, without deduction for the collection allowance.
Taxpayers who are located out-of-state or whose business is located in a county where the school district has **not** adopted the required resolution may still elect to donate their collection allowance to education. In this case, the donated collection allowance funds will be equally distributed to school districts that have adopted such resolutions.

References: Ch. 2006-52, L.O.F., s. 212.12 (1)(c)1., F.S.